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9. TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUISITION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The CMS trigger and data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 9.1 and the used terminology in
Table 9.1. For the nominal LHC design luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1, an average of 20 inelastic events occur every
25 ns, the beam crossing time interval. This input rate of 109 interactions per second must be reduced by a factor
of at least 107 to 100 Hz, which is the maximum rate that should be archived for off-line analysis. CMS has
chosen to reduce this rate in two steps. The Level-1 trigger system operates on a subset of the data collected
from each LHC beam crossing. The processing is deadtimeless and the decision to collect the full set of data
relating to a given crossing is taken after a fixed latency of 3 µs. The maximum event rate which can be accepted
by the Level-2 trigger, which again considers a subset of data, is 100 kHz.

The Level-1 trigger system comprises the
front-end electronics which generates trigger
primitives at the detector and the Level-1
processing logic in the electronics barracks,
interconnected electrically and optically. The
Level-2 trigger is provided by an online processor
farm. After a Level-2 positive decision, the
remainder of the full crossing data is requested for
further processing by this farm for the final (Level-
3) decision.

The decision whether to retain for further
consideration the pipelined data from a beam
crossing which occurred 3 µs earlier has to be
made each 25 ns. This decision is based on the
suitability of the events found in this crossing for
inclusion in one of the various data sets to be used
for analysis.
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Fig. 9.1: The CMS trigger and data
acquisition system.

Table 9.1
Glossary of terminology.

FE Detector Front-End electronics read out by analogue/digital data links

LV1 LeVel-1 regional trigger units (calorimeter and muon)

GTS Global Trigger System

RC Readout Crate. Each crate houses one or more autonomous data acquisition units
(a total of 1000) with multievent buffering capability

Event Builder Multiport (1000•1000) switch network

EVM EVent Manager. Event scheduling and filter task control

SFI Switch Farm Interface. Event data assembly into processor memory. The system
includes the farm status communication with the EVM and the control.

CPU Event filter processing unit. It may be a single workstation board or a unit in a
multiprocessor server.

Fast Control Trigger and EVM signal broadcasting to readout crates. Status collection from
readout modules and feedback to the trigger processor.

Control System test, initialisation, monitoring etc. Supervision of operations associated with
the data flow main steps.

Services Control room consoles for analysis, display and monitoring consoles; network
connections; mass storage and data archives.

9.1.1 Trigger System Requirements

We have defined several benchmarks by which to judge trigger performance. Not only are these
phenomena interesting in their own right, but they are also typical of final states expected in new physics
processes. Therefore they correspond to inclusive triggers that must be highly efficient for new physics
signatures. The benchmarks are:
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1) electrons from inclusive W bosons,
2) muons from inclusive W bosons,
3) jets at high pt,
4) high pt photons,
5) missing Et,
6) low pt multileptons (for b physics).

The benchmark for processes 1 and 2 is 50% efficiency for a W which enters the fiducial volume and
would not be rejected by offline cuts. This level of efficiency is almost entirely determined by the kinematic cuts
on lepton pt. The jet and photon pt thresholds in processes 3 and 4 must be set such that there is a one to two
order of magnitude overlap in pt with jet and photon data from other experiments, e. g. CDF. The missing Et
and low pt thresholds in processes 5 and 6 are constrained by the need for good efficiency for triggering and
acceptance for various reaction channels. Examples for missing Et include the H →   l

+l−νν , and SUSY particles.
The inclusive lepton triggers will also be efficient for Z →   l

+l− , W →   lν  (l = e, µ), which will be useful for
calibration.

9.1.2 Trigger System Decision

The Level-1 trigger decision is based on local information concerning the presence of trigger-objects
such as photons, electrons, muons, and jets, as well as global sums of Et and missing Et. Each local trigger uses
detector information a local (∆η,∆φ)-region to find these objects. A global compilation of the local decisions is
used to decide whether to keep a particular beam crossing. Each of the above objects are required to pass a
series of pt or Et thresholds in order to be used in making the Level-1 trigger decision. In some cases
information from either the muon or calorimeter trigger systems is sufficient to allow a global decision, while in
others the global trigger must match local (∆η,∆φ) information from both calorimetry and the muon system.

There are five single-object trigger channels: muons; photons/electrons; jets; single hadrons and
missing Et. In addition, there are combinations of objects such as lepton pairs and jets with leptons or missing
energy. The rates of these combination triggers are considerably lower than those of the single objects. There
will also be triggers which do not require the presence of a trigger-object. Examples of these are the minimum
bias triggers used to estimate backgrounds and efficiencies for processes.

Uncertainties in rates to be expected at the LHC and in the CMS detector performance require the
Level-1 trigger to meet its benchmark performance with an output rate considerably below 100 kHz. In
addition, some part of the Level-1 bandwidth must be devoted to the triggers necessary to understand
acceptance. We have established a target total Level-1 trigger rate of 30 kHz.We expect one-half of the Level-1
bandwidth to be filled by triggers involving the calorimeter system and the other half to be filled by triggers
involving the muon system. However, since we do not anticipate an even division of Level-1 bandwidth among
trigger channels, the system will be flexible enough to accommodate variations in rate and performance.

9.2 MUON TRIGGER

9.2.1 Requirements, Rates and Thresholds

The CMS muon trigger is required to identify muons, measure their transverse momentum pt, and
determine the bunch crossing from which they originated. In order to have a large safety margin in the total
Level-1 trigger rate the maximum rate allowed for the inclusive single muon trigger must be of the order of
3 kHz.

A study of muon trigger rates [1] shows that an inclusive single muon trigger yields a rate of 3 kHz for
pt cuts of 4.5, 10 and 25 GeV at luminosities of 1032, 1033, and 1034 cm–2s–1, respectively. (See Fig. 9.2.) The
uncertainty in these rates demands that the inclusive single muon trigger pt threshold may be set as high as
100 GeV at the highest luminosities. A di- and possibly a trimuon trigger allows the use of much lower
thresholds than this. Energy loss in the calorimeters sets a lower bound on thresholds of 2.5 GeV.

The muon trigger must determine the pt and bunch crossing of the muon detected within a time
sufficiently brief as to allow subsequent processing by the global Level-1 trigger and distribution of the trigger
decision within a 3 µs total latency. This imposes significant timing constraints on possible muon trigger
algorithms. In addition, the entire muon trigger system must be flexible and programmable in order to handle a
wide range of conditions including luminosity variation, the complicated magnetic field and chamber
misalignment. It must also have significant redundancy in order to deal with pileup, punchthrough, muon
secondaries, backgrounds and noise.
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In order to ensure flexibility, the CMS muon
trigger does not apply any pt cuts itself, but instead
sends information on the pt of muons to the global
trigger system. The global trigger applies various cuts
which may depend on other trigger information from
the calorimeter. The values of these cuts will be
determined by the LHC operating conditions (i.e.
luminosities and backgrounds) and physics priorities.

Various triggers to be employed include single
muon inclusive, dimuon inclusive, single isolated muon
(no jet nearby), muon-electron (or photon), one or two
muons with a jet and other combinations. It is also
possible to implement η-dependent cuts, cuts on total
momentum (rather than pt), a crude dimuon invariant
mass cut and topological cuts such as a back to back
muon pair. While these are not planned for the initial
phase of the trigger operation, the option to implement
them is provided for use in later running.
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Fig. 9.2: Muon rates and corresponding
trigger cuts for various luminosities in CMS.

9.2.2 Muon Trigger Detectors

To ensure unambiguous bunch crossing assignment, we are planning to use fast, dedicated trigger
detectors such as resistive plate chambers (RPCs) (see Sects. 7.5.2 and 9.2.5). Their excellent time resolution
(σ = 1-2 ns) makes bunch crossing determination straightforward and enables time-of-flight cuts against
background. The suitable granularity requires relatively simple logic which makes use of all four muon stations
simultaneously and covers a wide angular range. These features provide effective background rejection and
ensure high performance down to the lowest possible pt.

The sharpness of the trigger cut is improved at high pt by using slower, but more precise, drift tubes
(DTs) and cathode strip chambers (CSCs). The Level-1 trigger makes use of the DT and CSC precision by
applying a meantimer technique (Sect. 9.2.3) and a comparator net (Sect. 9.2.4) for each of the systems
respectively. In this way DTs and CSCs can provide relatively sharp thresholds at high pt (~ 100 GeV). In spite
of the long drift time, DTs and CSCs also have good bunch crossing determination capability. This enables the
matching of their information with that of the RPCs in the first level trigger. The RPC and DT/CSC sub-systems
together provide an excellent trigger performance over the full required momentum range.

The segmentation of the muon trigger is chosen for compatibility with the calorimeter trigger
granularity.

9.2.3 Drift Tubes

The high spatial resolution of the drift chamber trigger primitives given by the meantimers allows the
design of a trigger unit with good pt resolution up to 100 GeV. The front-end electronics of each chamber
measures the position and bending angle of each track crossing the chamber. The binning is 1.25 mm for the
spatial coordinate measurement and 10 mrad for the angular measurement. In the case of finding more than
one track the number of tracks is transmitted together with position and angle of the two tracks that have the
smallest measured angle with respect to the radial direction. In the non-bending plane the electronics forwards
the locations of pointing track segments in each chamber. This information is delivered to the regional drift tube
trigger (see Fig. 9.3).

This system is divided into six ring trigger sorters (∆η  × ∆φ = 0.35 × 2π – see Fig. 9.3.). The four central
sorters treat only information from the DTs, the two outer ones also make use of some information from the
CSCs. Three of the six ring sorter regions can be seen in Fig. 9.7, where the overlap between DTs and CSCs is
clearly visible in the 0.67 < η  < 1.05 region. Each ring-sorter trigger is sub-divided into twelve segment
processors with a segmentation ∆η × ∆φ = 0.35 × 0.52. A segment processor matches the track segments
identified by the meantimer logic and tries to form complete tracks.
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for the track matching.

If the segment processor succeeds, it assigns a pt to each
track, tests if the track extrapolates to the interaction point and then
forwards the two tracks with the highest pt. Of the 12 × 2 possible
tracks identified by the segment processors only the four tracks
with the highest pt are retained by the ring trigger sorter. All the
information on these tracks – pt, charge, η, φ, quality – is then
forwarded to the global muon trigger. Two similar ring-sorters are
used to handle information from the endcap CSCs (see Sect. 9.2.4,
and Fig. 9.7).

Triggering on muons that cross the detector in an η
region between 1 and 1.5, leaving hits in both the drift tube and
CSC systems, will require either a close data exchange between the
two systems or a uniform trigger design that accepts similar trigger
primitive information from both. In any case, the DT and CSC
trigger logic must be designed to provide compatible output
segmentation.

Due to dead areas in η  and φ related to the general
detector design, it is possible for muons to cross the detector and
leave hits in only two or three out of four chambers (see Fig. 7.2).
For high pt (> 8 GeV) muons we will search for at least two or
three matching track segments to form a track. For low pt
(< 8 GeV), track segments will probably be found only in muon
stations 1 and 2 .

We are considering two track finding methods. In the first
method (Fig. 9.4) the segments from different stations are
associated in matching pairs by extrapolating track segments from
one station to another. The matching is considered successful if the
difference between measured and extrapolated values of position
(and possibly angle) is below a specific threshold. The association
is done in parallel on the segments from station pairs (1,2), (2,3),
(3,4) and also (1,3), (2,4) and possibly (1,4) in case of inefficiencies.
To form tracks all successfully matched pairs with common
segments are then associated, avoiding the combination of couples
whose segments belong to the same station pair.

All isolated successfully matched pairs, however, are also
assumed to be a track, to take into account the possibility that only
two stations fired. The hardware design employs field
programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and random access memory
(RAM) to find tracks and forward the track information to the pt
assignment unit, which will also consist of FPGA and RAM.

The second method involves attempting to compare the
data from all identified track segments with a set of predefined
patterns obtained from simulated or real muon tracks (pattern
comparison or template matching method). The technical
realisation uses a content-addressable memory based design. The
method used for pt assignment depends on the track finding
scheme. If the template matching scheme is used, we know which
of the predefined patterns matches the measured pattern, and
simply convert the pattern identifier into a pt code. If the first
method, the extrapolation method, is used, we proceed by
transmitting the track string information to a pt assignment unit.
This unit makes use of the unique relationship between transverse
momentum and bending angle in muon station 1.

This bending angle may be measured either by using directly the angle measured in station 1 or by
using the difference of the azimuthal hit coordinates in stations 1 and 2 (see Fig. 9.4). The first measurement
method does not give sufficient pt resolution. The second, however, gives satisfactory results (at the cost of
geometrical efficiency) and still requires handling the hit information from only two stations (Fig. 9.5). It
requires a spatial resolution of 10 mm up to a pt of 20 GeV and 2.5 mm for higher pt.
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The hardware of the regional drift tube trigger (see Fig. 9.3) must be located in the electronics barrack
for reasons of easy access, testing and debugging. Present technologies can achieve a regional drift tube trigger
latency of about twenty bunch crossings.

9.2.4 Cathode Strip Chambers

The CSCs are designed to provide precise measurement of muon position and momentum. Fully
processed information from the ADC readout is available too late for use by the Level-1 trigger. However, the
CMS trigger takes advantage of the CSC precision by application of a comparator net technique to the pattern of
hits found (see Sect. 7.4.4). This enables the CSC system to provide a functional threshold as high as 100 GeV.
The number and complexity of patterns in the CSCs increases with lower pt due to the larger angular range
covered by a single muon track. In addition, the time resolution of the CSCs requires extra logic to identify the
correct bunch crossing.

Each of the CSC stations in the endcap muon system analyses a set of strip patterns in order to
identify a local charged track (LCT). At present, the design has 60 analogue inputs from ten strips in each of the
six planes of one CSC combined in a single integrated circuit. This circuit finds clusters, resolves left/right
ambiguities and processes results, with a half-strip resolution, through a comparator net which selects valid
patterns and returns pt and position information.

Hit timing information is provided by bringing CSC wire coincidences from four out of six layers,
within a defined wire 'road', to a bunch crossing identification integrated circuit. The wire spatial information
from the road is also encoded and the wire road location and bunch crossing information is placed in
coincidence with the pt information from the strips, within the wire/strip coincidence circuit that produces the
LCT. The LCT information from each station is then combined by local segment logic into a CSC muon
candidate list which is combined with the muon candidate list from the barrel muon trigger logic. The results
are then transmitted to the global Level-1 trigger system.

9.2.5 Resistive Plate Chambers

The RPC pattern comparator trigger (PACT) system is based on a comparison of the actual hit pattern
in the four muon stations with predefined sets of all possible valid patterns associated with muons of a definite
pt. The sets of valid patterns have been determined by the simulation program MTRIG [2].

When CMS is running, these patterns will be updated using offline analysis of real data. The
algorithm is optimised for very sharp efficiency curves at low pt. The simulated efficiency of the trigger is
shown in Fig. 9.6.

The smallest unit in the (η ,φ) space where RPC pattern matching is performed is called a segment
(∆η × ∆φ ≈ 0.11 × 0.044). The motivation for this particular segmentation is given in Refs. [2,7]. A separate
segment processor handles the data from each segment, finding muon candidates and performing bunch-
crossing identification. Each candidate is assigned a momentum code. In the case of several valid patterns
matching hits, the highest pt pattern is chosen. Thus, there can be only one candidate muon per segment. The
segment size determines the two muon separation resolution of the trigger. The list of highest pt muons is sent
to the first level global muon trigger where cuts on pt and the number of muons, and associations with the
calorimeters, are performed.

The segments are grouped together into rings, projective towers in η, with a segmentation as shown in
Fig. 9.7. There are 38 ring processors, each of them processing information from 144 segment processors. The
total number of segment processors is 5472. The RPC trigger extends up to |η| = 2.1. Since there is no strong
requirement for a trigger at lower momentum beyond this region in η, we rely on the CSC trigger alone for
|η| > 2.1. However, we leave space in the muon system beyond |η| = 2.1 for installation of a dedicated muon
trigger detector as part of a possible future upgrade.

The trigger electronics performs four basic functions (see Fig. 9.8):
1) Synchronisation of the RPC output signals with the bunch crossing timing signal (machine

clock).
2) Data storage (pipeline), derandomisation and readout. The storage should last until the Level-1

trigger decision (≈ 3 µs). In the case of a positive decision the data will be transferred to the
derandomiser buffer, which is five events deep. After zero-suppression, the data will be sent to
the DAQ.

3) Momentum measurement - this function will be realised by a dedicated, programmable VLSI
circuit, known as pattern comparator (PAC). Hit patterns in the RPCs will be compared with the
predefined, downloaded patterns for a given pt. The muon pt code and its address will then be
written out.
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4) Selection of up to four muons with the highest pt (sorting tree). This function will be performed
by a tree of dedicated VLSI sorter circuits each of which is designed to sort the four highest pt
muons out of sixteen.
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The trigger system will include programmability, testing and calibration facilities. A possible
realisation of the basic four functions is shown in Fig. 9.8, which depicts the block design of the trigger and
readout board (TRB). We have successfully tested a prototype PACT system based on three programmable
ALTERA 7128 chips in the RD-5 experiment [8]. The matching of the muon hits to the programmed patterns
and the writing out of the muon momentum code was performed over four clock periods. There were no losses
due to timing. The PACT was loaded with valid patterns for six momenta: 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 GeV and infinite
momentum. The efficiency curves are shown in Fig. 9.9. Software models (VHDL) of the final PAC processor
and the sorter have been tested. The first VLSI prototypes will be produced by Spring 1995.

9.2.6 Muon Trigger Performance

Simulated muon trigger rates due to various processes at a luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1 are shown in
Fig. 9.10. Rates at the vertex were calculated using PYTHIA [3,4]. Tracking through the CMS detector was
performed by CMSIM/GEANT [5]. The hadronic shower development and punchthrough production was
simulated with GHEISHA [3]. Neutral particle fluxes have been obtained using FLUKA [6]. The muon trigger
algorithm was simulated using MTRIG [2].

The prompt muon rates are presented in Fig. 9.10a. The dashed line corresponds to the rate at the
vertex, mainly due to b and c quark decays. The solid line represents the trigger rates due to these muons. At
low pt the rate levels out because muons of very low pt are stopped in the calorimeters. At high pt the prompt
muon trigger rate is higher than the primary one because of the limited momentum resolution of the trigger: the
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momentum of some muons with pt <   pt
cut is

overestimated and therefore they pass the cut. The
difference between the two curves demonstrates the
quality of the trigger.

The hadron rate at the vertex is shown in
Fig. 9.10b as the upper dashed line. Hadrons do not cause
a trigger themselves, but some of them decay into muons
inside the tracker (lower dashed curve), and some others
can produce punchthrough background. The total trigger
rate due to both processes is indicated by the solid line.

Various contributions to the trigger rate are
compared in Fig. 9.10c. Apart from the charged particle
rates discussed above, the two lower curves show the
influence of the neutral particle background. The rate of
random hit coincidences recognised by the trigger as
muons is marked by 'n'.

The increase of the muon rate due to the
coincidence of a muon track with random hits (e.g. a low
pt muon combined with a neutron hit resulting in a fake
high pt muon) is indicated by 'µ/n'. More details on the
two background rates 'n' and 'µ/n' can be found in Refs.
[8,9]. The figure indicates that the trigger rate due to
charged particles dominates at all momenta. Finally, the
total single muon trigger rate is presented in Fig. 9.10d.
The two curves correspond to the rapidity limits
|η| < 2.5 and |η| < 1.5 respectively.
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various processes.

The output trigger rate may be maintained by adjusting the rapidity range and the momentum cut.

9.3 CALORIMETER TRIGGER

9.3.1 Requirements, Rates and Thresholds

The CMS calorimeter trigger system should be capable of selecting electrons, photons and jets over a
large pseudorapidity range with high efficiency. Triggering on events with large missing Et is also required.

At high luminosity the single electron/photon trigger is required to be fully efficient in the
pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 for a threshold of Et > 40 GeV. For the dielectron/diphoton trigger the
threshold is Et > 20 GeV for each particle in the same rapidity range. Single and multiple jet triggers are also
required, having a well known efficiency in order to allow reconstruction of the jet spectrum. Finally, a missing
transverse energy trigger with a threshold of 100 GeV is also required. Simulations indicate that for the Level-1
trigger to be fully efficient, Et thresholds must be smaller by about 10 GeV than final analysis cuts [10]. The
background rate should not exceed approximately 15 kHz (see Sect. 9.1.2). It is shown below that each of the
proposed calorimeter triggers – electron/photon, jet, isolated hadron, and missing Et – satisfies the necessary
rate requirements.

Several Monte-Carlo studies have been performed in order to establish the requirements and
algorithms for the Level-1 trigger. The simulation program transports particles through the tracker volume,
where material is assumed to be spread uniformly. Energy loss in the calorimeter is simulated using a
parameterisation of electromagnetic and hadronic showering. Gaussian noise is added to each calorimeter
measurement before it is digitised and used in a simulation of the trigger hardware. Results from these studies
are presented in the following sections.

9.3.2 Trigger Granularity

The configuration of the calorimeter trigger towers is determined by optimising the performance of
the electron/photon trigger. The exact choice does not significantly affect the overall design. We have studied
two types of configurations corresponding to two different electron/photon identification algorithms (sliding
window and peak-finding) described in the next section. The granularity used in the two algorithms is given in
Table 9.2.

The VFCAL provides single tower energy outputs, but with no HCAL/ECAL sum separation (see
Chap. 6). A maximum of 8226 trigger channels, carried on 4113 fibres, will be used.
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Table 9.2
Trigger granularity and number of trigger towers for sliding window and peak-finding algorithms.

Trigger granularity (∆η × ∆φ)

Sliding window Peak-finding

Granularity
ECAL: |η| ≤ 2.1

|η| > 2.1
0.087 × 0.087
0.174 × 0.087

0.044 × 0.174
0.087 × 0.174

HCAL: as ECAL 0.174 × 0.174

No. of trigger towers
ECAL
HCAL
VFCAL

56 × 72 = 4032
as ECAL

162

112 × 36 = 4032
1008
162

9.3.3 Electron/Photon Trigger

The electron/photon trigger is based on the recognition of a large and isolated energy deposit in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. Isolation requires that the additional e.m. energy deposited in the surrounding
trigger towers be smaller than some Et threshold. Also the hadronic transverse energy behind the cluster should
be smaller than some threshold. The isolation cuts are energy and luminosity dependent and are relaxed and
finally dropped at high Et. The tightest set of cuts is used only to push the electron and photon thresholds to the
lowest possible Et values.

There are a number of algorithms which satisfy the criteria for electron/photon trigger performance
and which can be implemented in the baseline trigger design described below. The algorithms consider all
possible 'clusters' consisting of two adjacent ECAL trigger towers to cut on the cluster Et.

The sliding window algorithm[13] (see Fig. 9.11a) involves three separate cuts:
1) H/E cut: a cut on the ratio of the energy in the HCAL (H) and the ECAL (E) of the struck tower.

The value of the cut is set at (H/E < 0.05).
2) Hadronic isolation cut: a cut (< 2 GeV) on the sum of HCAL transverse energy in the eight

nearest towers surrounding the hit tower.
3) Electromagnetic isolation cut: an optional cut (< 2 GeV) on the Σ Et in any one of the four corner

centred combination of five ECAL towers.
In order to reduce the number of bits of information exchanged between electronics cards we limit the

dynamic range of the neighbouring tower HCAL information to 2 bits. Overflows of both the 8 bit energy scale
used for ECAL and central HCAL towers, and the 2 bit scale for neighbouring HCAL towers are treated as
maxima. The peak-finding algorithm [12] (see Fig. 9.11b) searches for electrons/photons in regions of a size
∆η × ∆φ = 0.35 × 0.35. The pair of trigger towers with the highest Et in any one region is taken to be the trigger
cluster. The algorithm applies two isolation cuts:

1) Electromagnetic isolation cut: a cut (> 0.9) on the ratio of the cluster Et to the total Et in the
region.

2) Hadronic isolation cut: a cut (< 4 GeV) on the total Et in the corresponding HCAL region.

The rectangular geometry allows fine analysis of the cluster shape in the η-direction.

a)

Hit

Max

EM

Had

Sum 8 Had Neighbors 
< 1.5 GeV

Tower count = 72φ  x  54η x 2 = 7776

MaxHit

Hit Had / Hit EM < 0.05

Hit EM + Max EM 
Neighbor > Threshold

0.087 φ

0.087 η

Hit

Max of 4 Neighbors
(No double counting)

Sliding Window b) ∆η.∆φ= 0.35x0.35

HCAL

Clus ET: Two tower pair maximum

EM Iso:  Σwi.Ei > 0

Had Iso:  Σ H < 4 GeV

ECAL

Fig. 9.11: Level-1 electron/photon trigger algorithms: a) sliding window
b) peak-finding algorithms.
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The rates from QCD two-jet production background for the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 9.12 [13].
The efficiency of the isolated electron trigger using these algorithms, including the minimum bias background,
is shown in Fig. 9.13. The performance of the two algorithms is very similar.
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Fig. 9.12: QCD background rates for the sliding window
and peak-finding Level-1 electron trigger algorithms.
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Fig. 9.13: Efficiency for isolated electrons including the minimum bias background
for the sliding window and peak-finding electron trigger algorithms.

The efficiencies for various high Et physics signals as a function of thresholds for single and double
electromagnetic triggers are shown in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3
Calorimeter trigger efficiency for Higgs (mH = 80 GeV), top and W decays to electrons and the

QCD background rate at a luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1.

Singles
threshold

Doubles
threshold

QCD
background rate

H → γγ trigger
efficiency

t → eX trigger
efficiency

W → eν trigger
efficiency

GeV GeV kHz % % %

20 10 40 99 85 79

25 12.5 17.4 97 79 67

30 15 8.1 95 71 52

35 17.5 4.1 92 63 33

40 20 2.4 87 57 16

45 22.5 1.6 82 49 7

50 25 0.9 74 43 4
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The performance of the electron/photon
trigger at various luminosities has also been studied.
Figure 9.14 shows that an inclusive single electron/
photon trigger using the sliding window algorithm
with only threshold and H/E cuts yields rates of
3 kHz for pt cuts of 11 and 22 GeV at luminosities of
1032 and 1033 cm–2s–1 respectively, while requiring
transverse isolation yields a rate of 3 kHz for a pt cut
of 20 GeV  at 1033 cm–2s–1.

9.3.4 Jet and Isolated Hadron Triggers

The main requirement of the jet trigger is a
sharp trigger efficiency curve versus jet Et (as defined
by the Et of the underlying parton). The Et thresholds
were studied in detail [13], as a function of number of
neighbouring towers summed over, the digital scale
used to transmit Et information, and the effect of using
overlapping grids of towers. The sharpest efficiency
curve is obtained by triggering on the sum of
transverse energy in ∆η  × ∆φ = 0.7 × 0.7 regions (8 × 8
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Fig. 9.14: QCD Background rates for the
electron/photon trigger for different luminosities

using the sliding window algorithm with and
without transverse isolation.

trigger towers). Summing over 4 × 4 towers is also acceptable, as shown in Fig. 9.15, as is the use of non-
overlapping sums. Therefore, we have chosen to produce the initial trigger hardware design assuming the use
of 4 × 4 non-overlapping sums. The choice of type of digital energy scale (see Sect. 9.3.7) used for transmission
of energy sums from the calorimeter front-end electronics to the trigger system has an insignificant effect as
long as the scale covers energies up to about 200 GeV.
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Fig. 9.15a: Jet trigger rates, using various tower
region sums, versus the Et threshold.
The rate does not include the VFCAL.
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Fig. 9.15b: Efficiency of jet trigger for
various tower region sums versus jet Et.

A second category of jets, exhibiting the presence of isolated hadrons, can be found by checking
whether a single tower has a high fraction of the total observed energy in a region ∆η × ∆φ = 0.35 × 0.35. Such
regions contain candidates for isolated hadrons. These isolated hadron jet triggers are used for detecting taus.

A specific tau trigger algorithm, that is an extension of the electron/photon trigger, has been explored.
This algorithm exploits the fact that the tau hadronic jet is characterised by a localised e.m. energy deposit,
correlated with a single charged pion cluster in the hadronic calorimeter. The trigger requires an e.m. cluster,
with Et > 10 GeV, that contains more than 80% of the energy in a window of size 3 × 3 trigger towers. In
addition, it requires an energy deposit larger than 2 GeV in the corresponding region of the hadron calorimeter
and less than 2 GeV in the surrounding regions. The selectivity of the tau trigger can be improved by requiring
that a high fraction of the hadronic energy is contained in a single HCAL tower. Table 9.4 shows the trigger
efficiencies for the decay H → ττ  obtained with the double tau and the tau-electron trigger combinations, as a
function of the Higgs mass. The background rates in the barrel for L = 1034cm–2s–1 for the double tau and the
electron-tau triggers are of the order of 1.5 kHz and 0.7 kHz, respectively.
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Table 9.4
Efficiencies for H→ττ  in the barrel calorimeter. Geometrical acceptance is not taken into account.

Higgs mass [GeV]

Signature 100 200 300 400

τ τ 0.13 0.31 0.42 0.49

e - τ 0.22 0.44 0.55 0.61

9.3.5 Missing Et and ∑ Et Trigger

The calorimeter trigger calculates both ∑Et and missing Et. After converting 8-bit compressed-scale
trigger tower transverse energy data from ECAL and HCAL in barrel and endcap, and, from combined trigger
towers in VFCAL, the transvere energy in 0.35 × 0.35 (η,φ) regions is calculated. These data are further
combined to cover the full calorimeter to provide total transverse energy trigger. The 0.35 × 0.35 (η,φ) transverse
energies are multiplied by entries in lookup tables containing the tower angular coordinates to obtain
transverse energy vector components. These components are summed, taking the sign of the components into
account, over the entire calorimeter to compute missing Et.

The QCD background contribution to the missing Et trigger rate at a luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1 is
determined to be less than 1 kHz using particle-level Monte-Carlo simulation. We also studied the granularity
of the geometric factors used to compute the missing transverse energy. We found that lowering the resolution
to 0.35 × 0.35 in (η,φ) from trigger tower level, i.e., 0.087 × 0.087 in (η,φ), raises the trigger rate by only 30%. We
opted for the coarser resolution because it results in considerable savings on the required memory lookup tables
and data lines for transmission between cards. More detailed simulations including the detector effects and
minimum bias event contribution are underway.

The ΣEt trigger will be used only in combination with other triggers. A prescaled ΣEt trigger will also
be used to check the trigger efficiency and measure the Et spectrum.

9.3.6 Luminosity

Operating the LHC requires continual non-intrusive measurement of the relative luminosity and
periodic intrusive measurement of the absolute luminosity. A measurement of the relative luminosity can be
carried out using signals from the Level-1 calorimeter trigger system. The system provides four thresholds on
the energy in each trigger tower region (for this purpose, assumed to be 8 × 8). The lowest threshold is set so as
to have a rate of 100 kHz in each region – this is determined by the required statistical precision of 1% for a
measurement every 0.1 second. The granularity is determined by the need to have a significant rate and the
ability to observe localised 'hot spots' in the calorimeter. The information provided by the calorimeter consists
of:

1) Every 0.1 sec:
• total number of 8 × 8 trigger tower regions with energies above each of four individually

programmable thresholds. This consists of four 16-bit numbers,
• time interval (in crossings) over which the statistics were accumulated.

2) Every 5 minutes:
• number of times each of the crossings in one accelerator cycle has a trigger tower region

over a threshold independently programmable from the four listed above. If a particular
crossing has n regions that exceed this threshold each time it occurs, then the sum for this
crossing is incremented by n. This enables the luminosity due to each individual crossing to
be determined for subsequent analysis of occupancy and the deadtime effects,

• number of times each trigger tower region exceeded the single threshold listed above,
• time interval (in accelerator cycles) over which the statistics were accumulated.

The transmission of this data will impose a negligible burden on the DAQ system.

9.3.7 Calorimeter Trigger Design

We present here a preliminary conceptual design of the Level-1 calorimeter trigger system [14]. The
design will evolve as more is learned from simulation and engineering studies. General considerations that
have been emphasised in this design include access to components; power, space and cooling requirements;
diagnostic, efficiency and performance information; backplane traffic and timing; DAQ and clock/control
interface; and I/O connections. The design is implemented using off-the-shelf technology wherever feasible.
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The logic design maximises flexibility and programmability by using memory lookup tables and programmable
gate arrays.

The trigger system will receive digital trigger energy sums, via optical fibres, from the front-end
electronics, which will transmit the energy values using an eight bit non-linear scale. This compression would
be derived from memory lookup tables within the front-end system. Programmable tables enables full
flexibility to modify the compression algorithm as required. The Trigger system will use memory lookup tables
to decode the eight-bit compressed scale data into a linear 8-bit scale, with a 120-bit dynamic range in the adder
tree. Table 9.5 provides an example of one such scale to illustrate the resolution needed for the calorimeter
trigger. The data for two HCAL or ECAL trigger towers for the same bunch crossing will be sent on a single
fibre. These data will be combined to make a 16-bit word with 5 bits of Hamming code appended, for a total of
21 bits transmitted every 25 ns. This Hamming code will enable detection of single, double and some triple bit
errors, but will not be able to indicate which type of error occurred. The error detection logic will be placed at
the front-end of the trigger system. Errors will result in zeroing of the defective trigger energy sum and
recording of the error in a buffer to be read out by the DAQ and slow control systems.

Table 9.5
Example of an 8-bit non-linear scale used for the transmission of energy sums to the calorimeter

Level-1 trigger.

8 bit value Transverse energy

0, 1, … 63, 0, 0.1, … 6.3

64, 65, … 127, 6.8, 7.3, …38.3

128, 129, … 191, 39.3, 40.3, … 102.3

192, 193, … 254, 104.3, 106.3, … 228.3

255 ≥ 230.3

The Hewlett-Packard HDMP-100X 1.5 Gbit/s serial/parallel link, with a Finisar FTR-8510 optical fibre
transmitter/receiver pair, is an example of existing technology that fulfils the CMS trigger needs. The high
speed clock for the serial link is generated by the transmitter. One mode of operation provides a 21-bit data
frame. At a 40 MHz crossing rate, the serial link operates at 960 Mbits/s, well within the specified parameters
for the device. The transceiver operates at 1.5 Gbit/s at distances up to 1 km with less than 40 ps jitter and a bit
error rate typically less than 10–15. It uses multimode transmission at 850 nm.

The 8-bit compressed scale data is decoded into a linear scale with a 10 bit dynamic range in the adder
trees (see Table 9.5).

The front-end electronics will sample the input calorimeter pulse heights at 80 MHz and use this
information to produce trigger tower sums at 40 MHz. The front-end electronics for the baseline design is the
digital FERMI readout system (RD-16) from which trigger sums will emerge 13 (13 × 25 = 325 ns) crossings after
the input pulses. This system has extensive fault tolerance and uses error correction codes. A programmable
lookup table compensates for all non-linearities introduced ahead of the ADC [11]. The first level trigger data
extraction includes a programmable threshold function which can be used to discriminate against noise and to
disable malfunctioning channels. The FERMI system uses a digital filter to identify a signal and to provide
accurate timing and energy information. This filter has been tested with simulated calorimeter signals and
shown to provide error-free data with correct crossing identification and pileup detection between 250 MeV
and 500 GeV.

Figure 9.17 shows a block diagram of the Level-1 calorimeter trigger system with detail of one trigger
processor crate. This crate contains a trigger fibre receiver card, an electron isolation card, and a jet/summary
card. Each crate is designed to process 256 ECAL-HCAL trigger tower pairs and contains eight pairs of fibre
receiver and electron isolation cards. We are investigating which calorimeter partitioning best minimises the
intercrate communication and makes the best use of the crate backplane communication. The final optimisation
will also depend on the chosen calorimeter tower configuration. The jet/summary card summarises the data
processed in the crate and sends information to the global calorimeter trigger processor.

The rear section of the fibre receiver card shown in Fig. 9.18 converts serial data, received from thirty
two optical fibres, to parallel data and transmits this through the board to the front section of the card. A
custom ASIC synchronises the incoming data to the trigger system 25 ns clock and aligns it with the correct
crossing number. The fibre receiver card performs error detection and logs the errors for subsequent readout.
The data are decoded with memory lookups and fed out at 160 MHz. Jet finding energy sums (over 4 × 4 trigger
towers) are calculated using another custom ASIC, called the Adder ASIC. The design of this ASIC, which sums
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eight 11-bit numbers in one 25 ns crossing, is being developed by Univ. of Wisconsin and Vitesse Co. in GaAs
technology and is rated to exceed 240 MHz cycle speed.
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Fig. 9.17: Level-1 calorimeter trigger overview and details of one crate.
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Fig. 9.18: Level-1 calorimeter trigger fibre receiver card.

The jet/summary card shown in Fig. 9.19 receives two 4 × 4 trigger tower jet sums from each of the
eight fibre receiver cards and computes total Et, Ex and Ey for the region covered by the crate. The card also
receives bits indicating whether a large fraction of the energy in each 4 × 4 jet sum was contained in a single
trigger tower. The 4 × 4 sums are also used by the luminosity monitoring circuitry on the card. The luminosity
information is forwarded to the DAQ via the global calorimeter trigger processor.

The electron isolation card shown in Fig. 9.20 receives data at 160 MHz from two neighbouring fibre
receiver cards and implements the electron isolation algorithm in a custom ASIC (see Sect. 9.3.3). A design
exists for this ASIC that uses similar technology to that of the adder ASIC discussed above. Another type of
ASIC that can be used for identification of isolated electrons is represented by the special DSPs developed by
industry for image processing. The L-Neuro2 chip developed by Philips in collaboration with the Ecole
Polytechnique, Palaiseau, is an example of a processor capable of performing this task. The results from the
electron identification ASIC are sorted in a custom ASIC and the top four trigger candidates in the region are
transferred to the jet/summary card. The jet/summary card performs a further sort, using another sort ASIC,
and outputs the four highest rank electron, jet and isolated hadron candidates in addition to the total Et, Ex and
Ey information from each crate region.

The calorimeter global trigger processor reads in the four electron, jet, and isolated hadron candidates
and the total Et, Ex and Ey information from each of the regional crates. It then performs energy sums to
calculate the total missing Et, and total Et for transmission to the global trigger. It also stores the input Et sums
for readout via the DAQ to the luminosity system as described in Sect. 9.3.6. The system sorts the
electron/photon, jet and isolated hadron candidates and outputs the four highest Et candidates in each category
to the global trigger. It also histograms input and output data to provide online diagnostics.
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9.4 GLOBAL TRIGGER

9.4.1 Requirements

The requirements of the global Level-1 trigger are to combine the trigger information from the
calorimeter and the muon systems and to deliver the final crossing acceptance decision, together with a trigger
classification, to the DAQ. The philosophy is to take as many decisions as possible at the global level, since
electronics situated on or close to the detectors will not be accessible during LHC running.

A working and diagnosable global trigger is the sine qua non condition to run the experiment.
Therefore, its electronics must always be accessible during running, even though this contributes to higher
latency due to longer cable runs – the trigger crates will be located in the electronics barracks.

Due to the high speed and dataflow requirements, the global trigger has to run in a pipelined mode. It
should be programmable to a large extent to accommodate unforeseen background or physics rates, and great
care should be attached to the monitoring and control facilities.

The global trigger accepts muon and calorimeter trigger information, synchronises matching sub-
system data arriving at different times and communicates the Level-1 decision to the timing, trigger and control
system for distribution to the sub-systems to initiate the readout. In addition to handling physics triggers it
should facilitate test and calibration runs, not necessarily in phase with the machine, and provide for prescaled
triggers, as this is an essential requirement for checking trigger efficiencies and recording samples of large cross
section data.

9.4.2 Combinations of Triggers and Rates

The input trigger data from the calorimeters and muon system arrive at fixed but different times after
a bunch crossing. Table 9.6 shows the format, the number of physical links and the arrival timing of the trigger
information from the calorimeter trigger and the RPC, DT and CSC muon triggers.

The first muon data to arrive are from the dedicated muon trigger RPC system. At about the same
time the calorimeter quiet bits are available. The longest time is taken by the DT and CSC systems. Therefore
the muon trigger processor, which is part of the global trigger system, first starts to compare the RPC data with
the calorimeter quiet regions to check muon isolation. As soon as drift chamber data are available, the RPC and
DT/CSC highest pt (or highest rank) muons can be compared. The trigger applies a relatively sophisticated
algorithm that makes use of the quality information to give weights to the different candidates. Due to the
duality of the trigger system components, it seems that simple AND or OR logic decisions are not sufficient.

The global Level-1 trigger is the crucial point at which data rates must be controlled. Single objects
with high energies will fire the trigger by themselves (e.g. high Et single electron, high pt single muon). In
general, events containing only lower Et or pt objects will be selected only when additional criteria are fulfilled
(e.g. second electron or muon, transverse or longitudinal isolation).
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Table 9.6
Input to the global trigger.

Detector Number of
input bits

Meaning of bits Bit
assignm.

No. of
links

Information
on links

Latency
(No. of  bunch

crossings)
CAL 220 e/gamma:

iso, h/e, thr, loc
jet/iso-h:
thr, loc
Et, Ex, Ey

1, 1, 5, 8

5, 8
10, 11, 11

15 4 highest pt e/γ
4 highest Et jets
4 highest Et iso-had
Total Et, Ex, Ey

74

CAL
quiet bits

1 quiet bit/region 60

RPC 22 × (4 × 14) η, φ, charge,
pt, qual.

6, 8, 1,
5, 2

4 × 14 4 highest rank
tracks per ring

63

DT/CSC 22 × (4 × 14) η, φ, charge,
pt, qual.

6, 8, 1,
5, 2

4 × 14 4 highest rank
tracks per ring

90

Table 9.7
Trigger primitives.

Trigger primitive Symbol Threshold

Muon with pt > x [GeV] Mx x = 10, 25

EM cluster with Et > x [GeV] (isolation in EM+HAD) Ex x = 20, 50

Jet cluster (EM+HAD) with Et > x [GeV] (no isolation) Jx x = 80, 140

Isolated hadron with Et > x [GeV] (isolation in EM+HAD) Ix x = 80

Missing Et > x [GeV] (using the global sum of all
calorimeter cells including the forward calorimeter)

Tx x = 100, 200

Table 9.8
Trigger modes.

Trigger mode Description

M25 Single high pt muon

2 M10 2 muons

E50 High Et electron or γ

2 E20 2 electrons or γs

M10 and E20 Muon plus electron

J140 Single jet with Et > 140 GeV

4 J80 4 jets with Et > 80 GeV

M10 and 2 J80 Muon and 2 jets

E20 and 2 J80 Electron/γ and 2 jets

M10 and T100 Muon plus missing Et

E20 and T100 Electron plus missing Et

J80 and T100 Hadron plus missing Et

I80 and T100 Isolated hadron plus missing Et

T200 Missing Et

The global trigger decision is made using logical combinations of the trigger data (see Table 9.6). The
signature of all physics processes discussed in Chap. 12 can be written as logical combinations of trigger
primitives (see Table 9.7). The thresholds (which are dependent on the luminosity) mentioned in Table 9.7 are
very preliminary and will be optimised as a function of efficiency and the necessary background reduction. The
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final thresholds will be determined through ongoing Monte-Carlo studies and eventually from physics data.
For the muon trigger, η-dependent thresholds are also considered. Table 9.8 represents an example of a list of
trigger modes (excluding random and calibration triggers). A logical OR of trigger modes of this type should
accept all physics processes.

9.4.3 Architecture

A block diagram of the global Level-1 trigger hardware is shown in Fig. 9.21. The system is based on
two programmable cards. Every input to the global trigger will be equipped with buffers and synchronisation
stages. The pipeline synchroniser and buffer (PSB) card handles these functions, accepting serial inputs (via
optical or copper connections), and placing trigger data at the disposal of up to four more cards connected in
parallel.

This feature will allow the insertion of
more logic if required. Clock jitter will be
carefully controlled due to its importance for
trigger reliability. The synchronising FIFO is
accessible from a common bus, which also brings
in the required delay and snapshot data. The
internal timing is set up by CPU-preloaded
calibration runs that can be started indepen-
dently from any other trigger system. The second
type of card used in the global trigger system is
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Fig. 9.21: Block diagram of the global trigger

the global trigger logic (GTL) card that performs all logical combinations required in the trigger processor.
The card is designed to provide all outputs after two bunch crossings, and features 512 input bits and

64 output bits. The card’s settings are brought in via bus access. The output buffer of this card may again serve
up to four further cards and is accessible by the bus. The card will be used in all global trigger stages, the last
ones being directly interfaced to the FED and the TTC (see Sect. 9.4.5). If an event is accepted, the appropriate
trigger code and the bunch crossing number are passed on to all the front-end electronics systems. The trigger
system runs at 80.16 MHz (twice the LHC clock frequency). The global trigger is situated adjacent to the timing,
trigger and control transmitter crates, from which it receives the 40.08 MHz clock and timing signals.

The CPU initialises the global trigger, runs monitoring jobs during normal operation and performs
internal checkup and calibration runs. Control exchange with the DAQ system will provide the basic setup and
running configuration. Trigger data from scalers, pattern units and algorithm monitoring will be made
available to the DAQ.

At present the design allows for placement of the global trigger in two crates using a private bus
connection. The current design allows for a global trigger occupying not more than two crates. Backplanes
provide slow and medium rate data exchange for setup, monitoring and data acquisition. All high speed
synchronous data transfer requirements inside the crates are met by exclusive point-to-point links, with passive
extensions connecting to fast monitoring interfaces for each of the trigger sub-systems. The crate backplanes
provide access to all modules, all cards employing full pipelining wherever data are accessible via the
backplanes. The layout of most of the cards is straightforward. However, the logic cards will be subject to
longest development, mainly to allow for evolving data structures and combination requirements and the need
for flexibility to be incorporated into the design so that the trigger may evolve with changing experimental
conditions and physics interests.

9.4.4 Overall Monitoring, Histograms, DAQ

For each trigger condition, the full trigger and detector data from a subset of triggered events will be
sent to workstations or to the in-crate CPUs, where a trigger monitoring programs will run. Multidimensional
histograms of all trigger conditions will continually be filled and compared with preloaded reference
histograms in order to provide checks. Luminosity values will also be calculated. The same program will detect
trigger readout anomalies and cross-check the error detection/correction mechanisms of the trigger processors.
Trigger history monitoring will be available to give information on the bunch crossings preceding triggered
ones. Histograms will include trigger spectra; scaler contents; direct versus indirect luminosity measurements;
η-φ plots; algorithm efficiency and multiplicity plots, calibration and timing accuracy measurements.

Trigger data will be read out together with all triggered events. The trigger constitutes just one data
acquisition component in the CMS system, and the trigger data acquisition and trigger-DAQ control exchange
are independent from one another. During normal running the trigger setup is received from the DAQ system,
but local trigger running is possible for test and calibration purposes.
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9.4.5 Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) Distribution

The TTC system for the baseline design employs the multifunction optoelectronic distribution system
being developed within the framework of DRDC projects RD-12 and RD-27 [15]. The system is interfaced to the
LHC machine signals, the global trigger processor, the front-end electronics controllers, the data acquisition,
and status, calibration and test systems.

The RD-12/RD-27 system is based on
the use of a few relatively high power laser
sources which distribute the signals via a
hierarchy of passive optical tree couplers to
several thousand destinations each. (see
Fig. 9.22). Each laser operates at 1310 nm, at
which the chromatic dispersion of optical fibre is
negligible, and the single-source architecture
allows it to be well protected and easily
upgraded as technology improves. The optical
couplers have small size, low mass and
effectively unlimited bandwidth, require no
power and are highly reliable.

The TTC system compensates for time-
of-flight, electronic and signal propagation
delays, and delivers properly synchronised
bunch crossing and event numbers to the
controllers together with each trigger decision.
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Fig. 9.22: Timing, trigger and control distribution
system.

Two independent time-division-multiplexed data channels are transmitted, one of which has very low
latency and is dedicated to the broadcasting of the Level-1 trigger-accept signal, while the other transmits
broadcast and individually-addressed commands and data. The bunch crossing timing reference can be
recovered from the encoded data stream with a jitter comparable with the spread in event origin time due to the
LHC bunch lengths and expected longitudinal phase modulation of the circulating beams.

The CMS detector is divided into several timing and trigger distribution zones, each of which is
controlled by a transmitter sub-system crate located in the vicinity of the global trigger processor. Each sub-
system comprises a clock generator/receiver, 160.32 MHz VCXO/PLL, TDM biphase mark encoder, laser
transmitter, thermoelectric cooler and laser diode controller, protection system, RF modulator, 1:32 root coupler
and a test module. Each crate is driven by VMEbus serialisers and master phase modules and may be run
autonomously under the control of a local workstation, for test purposes. Each of the associated timing receiver
ASICs has a single InGaAs photodetector input and generates a full range of decoded and deskewed signals for
front-end electronics controllers. The ASIC comprises an analogue part (including postamplifier, AGC and
clock recovery/fine deskew PLL circuits) and a digital part (including decoding, demultiplexing, coarse deskew
and command processing sections). Industrial collaboration is in progress for the development of appropriate
sub-miniature radiation-hard optical fibre connectors and optoelectronic receiver packaging.

9.5 DATA ACQUISITION ARCHITECTURE

The average data volume generated by the CMS detector at each crossing is expected to be about
1 MByte. Table 9.9 shows the breakdown by sub-detector.

Table 9.9
Average sub-detector event size at nominal luminosity of 1034 cm–2s–1.

Sub-detector No. channels Occupancy% Event size (kByte)

Pixel 80 000 000 0.01 100

Inner Tracker 16 000 000 3 700

Preshower 512 000 10 100

Calorimeters 250 000 10 50

Muons 1 000 000 0.1 10

Trigger 10 000 100 10

The CMS Level-1 Trigger System is required to reduce the input interaction rate of 1 GHz to a filtered
event rate of 100 kHz. For physics analysis and further event filtering, the data corresponding to each selected
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event must then be moved from about 1000 front-end buffers to a single location. To match the capabilities of
the mass storage and offline computing systems, the final output of the experiment should not exceed
100 events per second. The principal parameters of the DAQ system are given in Table 9.10.

Table 9.10
CMS data acquisition parameters.

Average event size ≈ 1 MByte

Level-1 trigger rate 100 kHz

No. of readout units (200-5000 Byte/event) 1000

Event builder (1000 × 1000 switch) bandwidth ≈ 500 Gbit/s

Event filter computing power ≈ 5 × 106 MIPS

Data production ≈ TByte/day

No. of readout crates ≈ 300

No. of electronics boards ≈ 10000

The DAQ system must:
• assemble the event data from many front-end buffers at a single location,
• provide sufficient computing resources for executing physics algorithms which can reduce the

input rate of 100 kHz to around 100 Hz,
• provide continuous monitoring of the detector so that malfunctions may be readily identified and

corrective measures taken.

These functions will be performed
by a system employing a high performance
readout network to connect the sub-detector
readout units (RU) via a switch fabric to the
event filter units (EFU) (which are imple-
mented by a computer farm). The flow of
event data will be controlled by an event
manager system (Fig. 9.23).

In order to optimise the data flow,
the filter farm performs event selection in two
stages. First a 'virtual Level-2' filtering
decision is made on a subset of the data, from
detector components such as the calorimeter
and muon systems.

Switch Fabric

Detector Frontend

Computing Services

Event
Manager

Level-1

Event Builder

Readout Units

Event Filter Units

Fig. 9.23: Data acquisition basic structure.

This avoids saturating the system bandwidth by reading out the large volume of tracking data at
100 kHz. It is expected that such a Level-2 filter can reduce the event rate by at least one order of magnitude.
The remainder of the full event data are only transferred to the farm on a Level-2 accept, and a final Level-3
algorithm is then applied to the complete event.

The main design criteria for the system are:
• the exploitation of ‘state of the art’ commercial components such as memory, telecommunications

switches and processors,
• the ability to easily upgrade and scale the system as machine performance increases, implying

flexibility in the logical distribution of resources,
• the maximisation of the use of online computing resources for offline analysis, whenever this is

permitted by the scheduling of LHC runs.

In order to quantitatively estimate the various resources required, we have assumed that:
• unit processing power will continue to increase, at constant cost, by an order of magnitude every

five years,
• unit memory densities will continue to increase by a factor of four every two years (again, at

constant cost),
• developments within the telecommunications industry will continue during the next decade at

least at the current rate.
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By extrapolating present technology trends, we foresee that about 1000 RUs and 1000 EFUs are
required in the present design. This corresponds to a switch with a throughput of 500 Gbit/s.

9.5.1 The Readout model

At the front-end, the detailed implementation of the various analogue and digital readout systems is
governed by sub-detector-specific requirements which lead to the different configurations of VLSI and discrete
electronics described in earlier chapters. However, from the point of view of the DAQ system much of the basic
functionality of the front-ends is common to all the sub-detectors. All the readouts incorporate several stages of
pipelining, derandomising, zero-suppression and signal processing, and are driven by the 40.08 MHz machine
clock, Level-1 trigger accept and bunch counter synchronisation signals distributed by the timing, trigger and
control (TTC) system. Figure 9.24 illustrates this standard functionality which is common to all the front-end
implementations. Analogue or digital data are transmitted to Front-End Driver (FED) modules in each sub-
system over optical data links. The FED modules provide the formatting and local buffering of data fragments
and handle the interface protocols for the control and readout buses.
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Fig. 9.24: Detector front-end logical model.

The basic unit which interlinks the front-ends with the DAQ system is the readout unit, which consists
of several FEDs and a fast readout dual-port memory (RDPM), which is connected to a global event-building
switch (see Fig. 9.25). With approximately 1000 such units, each RDPM must be capable of buffering up to
100000 event fragments and of performing data transfer at 100 MByte/s.

The event fragments from the RDPMs are
merged into the EFUs via the switch fabric. Each EFU
consists of a commercial multiprocessor system
connected to the switch fabric through a dedicated
switch-farm interface (SFI), as shown in Fig. 9.25. At
an input rate of 100 kHz, and with roughly 1000 SFIs,
each SFI will have to handle events at about 100 Hz.
The overall coordination of the RDPMs is maintained
by the event manager. This transmits the available
filter resources and event numbers to all memory
units by means of the event manager (EVM) system,
using the same optical broadcast technology as the
TTC distribution system.
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Event Filter Unit 
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Level-1
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Control bus
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Fig. 9.25: Data acquisition chain basic units.

This DAQ architecture design raises a number of standardisation issues. These involve:
• the optical digital links used in both the trigger and data acquisition systems,
• the common elements of the front-end drivers, giving a unique readout unit structure for the whole

experiment,
• commercial farm processor integration via standard peripheral buses.
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These issues are addressed in the following sections.

9.6 READOUT CRATE AND FARM INTERFACE

As shown in Fig. 9.26, a physical readout crate contains several readout units and a readout crate
controller and communication module (ROC). The ROC comprises a readout crate supervisor (RCS) and a
readout flow controller (RFC). The specific tasks of the ROC are: to ensure the correct initialisation of the RUs;
to monitor their operation during data taking; to handle errors, exceptions and interrupts; and to handle status
communication to the central system control.

9.6.1 Front-End Driver

Figure 9.27 shows a general overview of an FED card. Much of the board's area is devoted to detector-
specific functions, such as digitisation and data processing elements. However, a significant fraction of the logic
is dedicated to the local merging of information such, as the bunch numbers delivered by the TTC receivers,
and to the fast links with the RDPM. Each RDPM will be attached to between one and six FEDs, depending on
the local event data sizes and the event builder switch input rate. Nearly 2500 FEDs will be necessary for the
readout of all the different sub-detectors. The standardisation of a common baseline electronics interface at this
critical junction will ensure homogeneity throughout the readout architecture, simplifying integration and
maintenance tasks.

Each FED has two access ports. A standard VMEbus interface provides for overall control and
monitoring from the ROC, while a dedicated link to the RDPM is required to accomplish a throughput of
nominally 100 MByte/s. Enhancement to 400 MByte/s may be required, depending on the event-building
switch-matrix configuration. The RDPM link is sufficiently buffered to allow for fluctuations in the Level-1
trigger rate.
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Fig. 9.26: Readout crate components.
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9.6.2 Readout Dual Port Memory (RDPM)

The primary function of the RDPM is the buffering of data from the FEDs before transfer via the event
building switch. In previous systems this function was implemented in a multiprocessor environment under
software control. This basic role may be sub-divided into the following functions:

• data readout from the detector front-end,
• buffer management,
• event distribution to the processor task,
• monitoring and control of the data flow.

Since these functions are well understood they can be implemented in hardware to achieve optimum
performance without loss of operational flexibility. The basic memory structure of the RDPM developed in the
framework of the DRDC RD-12 project [16] is shown in Fig. 9.28a. An input sequencer (SeqIN) handles the
input of data from the front-end drivers, copying it to the memory. An output sequencer (SeqOut) handles the
output to the switch fabric data link. These input and output links must be capable of a simultaneous sustained
throughput of 100 MByte/s.
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The overall control of the RDPMs is
the responsibility of the event manager, which
broadcasts Level-1 event numbers to initiate
the readout from the FEDs. To initiate output,
the event manager broadcasts either a Level-2
or a Level-3 request by giving the EFU number
for the event or a Level-2 reject to clear the
event from the RDPM buffers. Slow control,
initialisation, monitoring and exception
handling are performed by the ROC via a
VMEbus port.
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Fig. 9.28a, b: Readout and farm interface DPM structures.

A block diagram of the RDPM is shown in Fig. 9.29. The data are stored in the memory in fixed (but
programmable) length blocks comparable with the typical data length for a given sub-detector (≈ 1 kByte).
Front-end driver requests (initiated by some earlier Level-1 accept) are stored in the input event number queue
(IENQ). A list of pointers to available blocks is stored in the free pointer queue (FPQ). When the RDPM is
notified of an event in the FEDs:

1) the SeqIN receives a request for FED readout via IENQ,
2) the FPQ FIFO is read in order to find a free block in memory,
3) a read is initiated from the FED to the memory,
4) operations (2) and (3) are repeated until the FED readout is complete,
5) a pointer to the first block in memory, together with the event number and total word count, is

written to the IEQ FIFO.

The full list of pointers used is coded
into a pointer buffer table (PBT). Hence, the PBT
contains the list of pointers to the memory
blocks linked in sequence.

The event manager assigns events to a
given filter resource (FRS) number in the
processor farm (i.e. an EFU and an internal SFI
buffer number at destination). This information
is broadcast to all RDPMs along with the event
number and a command function which is
stored in the filter request FIFO. A task
scheduler reads the next event and copies the
event information from the IEQ FIFO to the
output event descriptor (OED) at an address
corresponding to the FRS number. The
commands broadcast by the event manager
include 'send Level-2 data', 'send Level-3 data',
'clear buffer memory', or a combination of a
send and clear.
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functional description

On receipt of a command, the SeqOut process:
1) reads the pointer to the first data block and the word count from the OED,
2) initiates a fast write in the link process from the memory to the switch fabric,
3) reads the next pointer from the PBT,
4) repeats operations (2) and (3) until the total word count has been written out,
5) upon a clear command, causes the pointers to be sent back to the FPQ FIFO for reuse by the input

sequencer.

The FRS buffer allows for traffic shaping implementation by the SeqOut, if required by the switch
fabric.

9.6.3 Switch Farm Interface

Much of the functionality of the RDPM is also found in the switch-farm interface (SFI). The SFI
structure is shown in Fig. 9.28b. The SFI receives data from an event through the switch fabric in a random
source order, and handles a number of events simultaneously with pointers in the PBT linking all data for a
given event. The input sequencer keeps track of the first and current pointers and the number of source RDPMs
successfully transferred from. After reception of all the RDPM fragments for a single event, the CPU reads the
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data from the SFI under its own control. After processing the Level-2 data for an event, the CPU node will
notify the SFI to send a message to the event manager to broadcast to the RDPMs either a 'clear event' or a 'send
Level-3' command.

In order to achieve the maximum data transfer efficiency the RDPMs and SFIs are implemented in
hardware. Alternative designs for the RDPM based on digital signal processors and/or standard
microprocessors, linked via PCIbus, are also being studied [16].

9.7 SWITCHING NETWORK

A large switching network with a total throughput of approximately 500 Gbit/s forms the
interconnection between the RDPM sources and the EFU destinations.

For the implementation of this network, we are considering switching technologies based on the ATM,
Fibre Channel and SCI standards, depending on their commercial availability. Currently, Fibre Channel allows
the highest data transmission rate, but does not implement routing and reassembly in hardware. Given the
foreseen connection set-up, acknowledge and packet overheads, large packets must be used in order to obtain
efficient operation. Although large packets can be formed by accumulating data from multiple events, this
limits the usefulness of some selective readout modes and increases buffer size requirements. Conversely, ATM
has the advantage of no connection set-up overhead, smaller packets and unidirectional data paths, at the cost
of a more complex interface. In addition low-latency data delivery and high bandwidth utilisation can be
achieved at the cost of a small probability of data loss and a more complex interface. By using a traffic shaping
technique to control the relative times at witch data are injected into the switch by the different RDPMs,
congestion within the switch can be virtually eliminated. Some ATM switches, like Fibre Channel, use an
internal flow-control protocol to guarantee data delivery.

The size of the switch depends on the readout mode implemented. Full event readout requires a large
switch but substantially less control. Selective event data readout reduces the required throughput of the
switching network, but increases the complexity of the data flow control sub-systems. Commercial Fibre
Channel switches are now available with up to 64 × 64 ports, and switches with 256 × 256 ports are being
designed. Eight of these switches require to form a 1024 × 1024 network, assuming that the input and output
channels in each port are capable of operating independently. Commercial ATM switches expandable up to
512 ports (at 622 Mbit/s) are available and future versions foreseen for the years 2000 will support up to
4096 ports.

9.7.1 Event Management

Data flow is heavily pipelined or buffered, allowing asynchronous operation of the various sub-
systems in different layers of the DAQ system. Front-end readout operations are directed by the individual
readout units. The high level event filtering is performed by the farm processors (Level-2 and -3). To maintain
coherency between these two stages, the event manager will coordinate the assignment of complete, or partially
complete, events from the readout units to the event filter units.

The status of the filter farm is communicated to the event manager through the switch-farm interface
of each EFU. Upon a Level-1 accept:

1) The event manager assigns the event to an FRS number from an available SFI.
2) The event manager broadcasts the FRS information and event number to all RDPMs, requesting

transmission of the data packets needed for a Level-2 decision.
3) The data are transmitted from the RDPMs to the switch, described above.
4) If an event is rejected at Level-2, the SFI releases the associated buffer and informs the event

manager. The event manager then instructs all RDPMs to clear the buffers for that event.
5) If an event is accepted at Level-2 the SFI informs the event manager, which broadcasts a request

for transmission of the data packets needed for a Level-3 decision to the RDPMs, with the same
SFI as destination. The associated RDPM buffers are cleared after all required packets have been
distributed to the switch. During this time the farm processor node that was executing the Level-
2 decision is free to process another event.

6) On completion of a Level-3 decision the farm processor node instructs the SFI to release the
buffers for the event.

All events will be referenced by their event number. The inherent latency in building events from
1000 RDPMs through the switch to individual SFIs requires that multiple events will be built to a given SFI in
parallel. Typically up to 100 events of 1 MByte each will be handled simultaneously.
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9.7.2 Error Detection and Recovery

Error detection and recovery is part of the overall event management and data flow control. 'Recovery'
is limited to restoring and maintaining system synchronisation and data flow. Hard failures can be expected at
a rate of approximately one per day, whereas soft errors (e.g. memory and data-link bit errors) can be expected
at a rate of approximately 1 per 100 seconds. Most soft errors will occur in data bits and thus need only be
detected; such errors do not suspend the data acquisition system. Errors in header and control bits can cause
misrouting of data packets. Two relatively efficient checks for data integrity are event numbers and checksums.

Several protocols allowing the detection of the arrival of a complete event data from all the sources
and the identification of front-end failures are under study in RD-31 [17]. For example one way is to have every
front-end sub-system sending a packet for every event even if there are no data. The event number is added to
each data packet header by the front-end controller. It serves as an incrementing pattern word for the
verification of event boundaries and the detection of missing sub-event packets. One error condition not
detected by the event number is the improper reception of a Level-1 trigger by the front-end modules. This
situation can be detected by periodic polling of the event and bunch-crossing numbers within the data packets
themselves. Error recovery is hierarchical. The response of the readout controller to an error in a front-end data
packet is to automatically disable that channel, remove it from the readout list and insert an event packet with
an error indicator for all subsequent events. The system will periodically issue a command to resynchronise all
front-end event counters. Any front-end channels which have been disabled can then be restarted.

9.7.3 Switch Simulations

The event building process has been simulated in RD-31 [18] with the two high-level filters using a
generic ATM switch model. The basic inputs to this simulation were: 1000 sources, each carrying approximately
1 kByte of data, transmitting information to 1000 destinations. Full readout corresponds to sending the full
event. Partial readout corresponds to transmitting only the information needed by the Level-2 trigger for every
event. Upon successful passage of this step, the rest of the RDPMs are notified to send their sub-events to the
processor farm.

Both full and partial readout cases have been simulated.
We have so far considered two ATM-like basic protocols: one with flow control extended to the

sources, and one with traffic shaping based on randomising the injection time of the ATM cells into the switch
at each RDPM The critical figure is the event latency as a function of the trigger rate. Long latencies result in
larger amounts of buffering being necessary at the RDPM level. In addition, all aspects of the RDPMs and
system control and error recovery are more complicated the larger the number of events present in the RDPMs
at any time.
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Fig. 9.30: a) Average event latency as a function of
the Level-1 trigger accept rate, for a switch link

speed of 640 Mbit/s. The flow control scenario is
assumed.

b) Same as a) but for a switch link speed of
2.56 Gbit/s

Figures 9.30a and 9.30b display this latency
for the full event readout case, using flow control, for
two different link speeds (640 Mbit/s and 2.56 Gbit/s)
into the switch. It can be seen from the figures that the
640 Mbit/s links result in a maximum attainable rate
of around 20-25 kHz. Beyond that the switch does not
settle in a steady state.

The corresponding figure for the 2.56 Gbit/s
links results in a maximum trigger rate of ≈ 90 kHz. As
expected, the event latency in the two cases is roughly
in the ratio 1:4, i.e. the link-speed ratio. Also, in both
cases we observe a structure in the latency with large
incremental steps at trigger rates of about 8 kHz and
30 kHz respectively. The simulation indicates that
these steps correspond to the number of events
simultaneously being built at the destination
increasing from one to two.

The corresponding results from the traffic–shaping scheme (Figs. 9.31a and 9.31b) are more
encouraging: for the 2.56 Gbit/s links, the system can sustain a full event building rate of 100 kHz, and the
corresponding latency is approximately 23 ms, which is more than a factor two less than in the flow control
case.

For completeness, we also present the results for the 640 Mbit/s links. Again, we obtain a better
system stability than in the flow control case for trigger rates up to 40 kHz.
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Fig. 9.31: a) Average event latency as function of the
trigger rate for the traffic-shaping scheme.

The link speed is 640 Mbit/s.
b) Same as a) but for a link speed of 2.56 Gbit/s
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Fig. 9.32: Latency as a function of the trigger rate,
for the traffic-shaping scheme, with a virtual

Level-2 rejection factor of ≈ 10. The link speed is
640 Mbit/s.

a) Level-2 Trigger. b) Level-3 Trigger

The partial event readout simulation assumed a virtual Level-2 trigger with a rejection factor of ten.
The fraction of RDPMs allocated to sending Level-2 data is 25%. The resulting latencies for the Level-2 and
Level-3 decisions are plotted in Figs. 9.32a and 9.32b: the curves are the average latencies, with the error bars
indicating the size of the fluctuations on this average (minimum and maximum observed latencies).

The latencies, as expected, are now smaller than in the full readout case. In fact, for the Level-2 part of
the event-building process the latency is approximately flat as a function of the trigger rate, indicating that there
is ample throughput in a 1000 × 1000 switch with 640 Mbit/s links to handle a Level-1 trigger rate of 100 kHz.

9.8 EVENT FILTER

The event filter has three tasks:
1) To perform a fast decision on the quality of an event, based on data from a limited number of

readout units. This is the virtual Level-2 trigger, i.e. the step that is expected to provide a
reduction factor ≈ 10 with respect to the Level-1 trigger.

2) To complete the event-building process, after a Level-2 accept, by reading in the rest of the data
from the readout units.

3) To execute physics algorithms that utilise all of the detector information, with the goal of
reducing the event rate to 10 - 100 Hz for output to mass storage.

9.8.1 High-Level Filters, Algorithms and Rates

The presence of general-purpose CPUs at the farm level provides considerable flexibility both in the
design of the physics algorithms and in the choice of data used by these algorithms. The Level-2 trigger can
thus access any sub-detector information required for a chosen algorithm, and the full detector granularity and
resolution are available for a Level-2 decision. In practice, the Level-2 trigger selects a subset of this data, based
on Level-1 trigger information, to perform quick algorithms that verify the physics objects found by the Level-1
trigger.
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Fig. 9.33: Isolation quantity E9/E625 
for jet and single electron events.

The simplest model for the Level-2 algorithm is to reapply
the Level-1 trigger algorithms on the calorimeter data. The increased
resolution and detector segmentation should result in a further
rejection factor. As a case study, the inclusive electron trigger has
been investigated in some detail by examining the events which pass
the Level-1 electron/photon trigger. This trigger is used to select
W → eν  and H → γγ processes, for which the physics analysis will
require isolated electromagnetic showers. We have tested algorithms
based only on the data from the ECAL, where the Level-1 trigger
provides the locations of candidate e.m. showers. By requiring that
the ratio of energy in a 3 × 3 array of readout towers (E9) to the
energy in a 25 × 25 array of towers (E625) be greater than 0.8, we can
reduce the trigger background from jets by a factor of ten with only
slight loss of efficiency for electrons.

Figure 9.33 shows the distribution in E9/E625 for the expected high Et jet events which pass the Level-1
trigger requirement compared to that for 50 GeV Et electrons. This variable clearly allows a good separation of
the two event sources. A further χ2 cut on the lateral shower shape within the central 3 × 3 tower region and a
sharpening of the transverse energy threshold yield an overall reduction factor of fifteen.
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This study was performed on a shashlik ECAL with an (η,φ) tower size of 0.03 × 0.03 and with a
preradiator 4 cm in front of it. The preradiator combined with the 4 T field caused significant shower spreading.
We expect that the higher granularity crystal calorimeter with an optimised preradiator will be substantially
better for trigger purposes. The additional information on shower energy and position from the preradiator will
also be used for further rate reduction.

Studies are in progress to verify the rate reduction and to determine the distribution of reduction
between Level-1 and Level-2.

9.8.2 Event-Filter Protocols and Parameters

The event filter units communicate with the event manager in order to determine the availability of
processors to receive the next event contained in the RDPMs. Once the event transfer starts, sub-events
belonging to the same full event will start arriving at their destination. The receptor from the switch can be
either an RDPM-like module capable of sorting the sub-events, and then feeding a number of processors, or just
a single processor equipped with a direct switch interface. Irrespective of the hardware implementation, the
logical function of the receptor is to accept all sub-events until all the data necessary for the virtual Level-2
decision has been accumulated. At this point, the Level-2 algorithm is executed. Assuming an average Level-2
accept ratio of about 10%, most events will be rejected and the event manager is instructed to free the RDPMs
holding the rest of the event. For events that do pass the Level-2 decision, the event manager is ordered to
provide the rest of the sub-events. When the full event is present in a destination processor, the Level-3
algorithm can be executed.

A possible implementation of the switch-farm interface (SFI) is the RDPM design, augmented with
additional hardware capable of sorting the incoming sub-events from different RDPMs. At an input rate of
100 Hz (assuming 1000 SFIs) the time scale for putting together the sub-event packets from their sources is
much longer than the equivalent time scale in the RDPMs. We therefore expect that the input to the processor
farm will be relatively easy to implement – the only time-critical items are the physics algorithms to be run,
which must produce a Level-2 decision in about 10 ms.

9.9 SOFTWARE

There are three types of tasks in the DAQ system, classified according to the different time scales in
which they have to operate. At the shortest time scale, of the order of microseconds, the data flow control must
map events to event filter units. At intermediate time scales (milliseconds) the status of various sub-systems
must be examined and, in the event of error conditions, the necessary signals passed to higher levels of the
DAQ system. Finally, at long (human) time scales the system must be operated: data acquisition is started,
stopped or paused and alarms are passed on to the shift operators. The global control and monitoring system
(GCMS) is the collection of tasks associated with the intermediate and long time scales.

9.9.1 Global Control and Monitoring

The GCMS supervises the operation of the entire trigger and data acquisition system. The following
functionality will be provided:

• configuration of all sub-systems, including initialisation and dynamic reconfiguration,
• launching and termination of the data acquisition tasks,
• accumulation of statistical information about data taking and detector performance,
• recording of run conditions, configuration parameters and calibration constants in a database for

later processing and evaluation,
• checking of data integrity,
• accumulation and presentation of physics performance histograms and event display,
• detection, recording and analysis of error conditions. Serious conditions will generate informative

alarms for the operators.

The system will be designed in a modular and scalable way, such that it is easily adaptable to different
configurations. The global system communicates with the distributed systems for the different sub-detectors in
a standardised way and an object-oriented approach to the design will be adopted. This should make it possible
to develop and use such a system in test-beam setups. Workstations with a standard Graphical User Interface
(GUI), connected via local or wide area networks, will be used to interact with the different tasks and to present
status information about the sub-detectors and DAQ system.

9.9.2 Operating Systems

Given the tasks that the event filter has to perform the choice of the operating system is of paramount
importance. Under the control of the event manager, it should allow for the execution of the Level-2 and
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Level-3 filters in real-time with very fast context switching and low latency. At the same time, it must be
possible to execute tasks with lower priority to allow for proper monitoring and control. Dynamic
reconfiguration should allow the configuration of the event filter to be adapted to changing running conditions.
Drivers for service network interfaces will permit access to the processing elements for a client/server
computing model. Finally a software environment similar to the offline one will ensure that reconstruction
programs can be run essentially unmodified.

Current developments suggest that a micro-kernel based operating system architecture is the most
promising. All the basic facilities are implemented in a well-structured way and can therefore be configured
easily. This approach has several additional advantages:

• better OS engineering,
• improved real-time performance,
• support for parallel and distributed systems,
• portability and standardisation.

9.10 R&D Programme

We intend to make use of cost-effective commercially available products wherever possible and
appropriate. However, appropriate research and development must be pursued in technically challenging areas
such as dedicated trigger microelectronics, the timing, trigger and control distribution system, fast optical links,
front-end driver implementations, fast dual-port memories, event management, event builder control and event
filter units.

We envisage three stages of evolution in the implementation of a satisfactory trigger and data
acquisition system over the coming decade:

1) The creation of development and prototype sub-systems, such as laboratory and test beam
demonstrators. In particular new concepts and technologies to be evaluated include:

• trigger processing elements,
• fast controls,
• dual-port memories (readout and farm interface),
• switch prototypes and large structure simulations,
• event filter unit (algorithms/CPU, operating system),
• data links,
• processor I/O interfaces (e.g. PCI).

2) Technologies choice and final design specification.
3) Production, installation and final commissioning.

Each of the three phases will occupy roughly equal durations within the full time frame.
In these activities, we expect to continue to benefit from the current CERN R&D programme and the

close collaboration between experiments and divisional sub-groups. We shall participate in the definition and
implementation of projects in areas relevant to the long-term operation of the system.


